Modified transmit antenna selection (M-TAS)/Alamouti orthogonal space-time block coding (STBC) schemes have been shown to achieve superior error performance together with a reduced-rate feedback channel in the presence of feedback imperfections when compared to the conventional TAS/Alamouti-STBC schemes. By shifting the focus of the investigation, this paper answers the query on whether the modified schemes provide enhancements in also the secrecy outage probability (SOP) performance of multi-antenna schemes in wiretap channels. The exact expressions of the SOP for the M-TAS/Alamouti-STBC schemes in Rayleigh fading channels have been derived and validated via Monte Carlo simulations. Additionally, the deteriorating effect of active eavesdropping has been demonstrated by simulating the pilot contamination attacks (PCAs) on the feedback channel. The extensive investigation and comparisons to the conventional schemes have shown that M-TAS/Alamouti-STBC schemes employed at the transmission end of the legitimate link provide considerable enhancements in the secrecy rates of wireless communications systems in the presence of PCAs.
INTRODUCTION
Due to the broadcasting nature of wireless communications systems, the information content of the legitimate transmitter -receiver link might be intercepted by eavesdroppers in the same network. Accordingly, communications security is becoming a more challenging design issue to be resolved especially as the state-of-theart and forthcoming wireless communications standards encourage to successfully operate in heterogenous networks each serving massive number of user terminals. Traditional measures that promise secure communications mainly output (SISO) wiretap scenario constituted by transmitter, receiver and eavesdropper terminals with single transceiver [1] - [5] . Afterwards, as the multi-antenna transmitter and/or receiver designs have attracted utmost attention for the sake of their spectrally-efficient and fading-resistant characteristics in rich multi-path scattering environments, enhanced-security physical layer designs consolidated by multi-input multi-output schemes have come up [5] - [20] . The investigations prosecuted within these studies have examined the communications security concept of several well-known transmit and/or receive diversity schemes from the perspective of secrecy outage probability (SOP) in the presence of single-or multi-antenna eavesdroppers. SOP which might be briefly defined as the probability that the secrecy capacity is less than a specific transmission rate, constitutes a useful metric for the researchers to assess the communications secrecy. The average SOP achieved by a singleantenna transmitter and a maximal-ratiocombining (MRC) receiver at the legitimate user in the presence of an eavesdropper with also MRC-receiver has been examined in [8] for Rayleigh-distributed channel amplitudes. The study in [9] has focused on the wiretap scenario constituted by single-antenna transmitter and receiver ends in the legitimate link and a multiantenna eavesdropper that is considered to employ MRC or selection combining (SC) in Rician fading environments. In addition to receive-diversity-based schemes employed at the legitimate user and eavesdropper users, the usage of transmit-diversity based schemes consisting of or including transmit beamforming (TBF), space-time block coding (STBC) and transmit antenna selection (TAS) have also attracted the researchers' attention. The communications security has been shown in [10] - [13] to be enhanced efficiently with the help of TBF. Despite being probably the most efficient means of transmit diversity scheme that enables secure communications, TBF suffers from its dependency on the precise channel state information (CSI) of the legitimate and the wiretap link at the transmitter. The high feedback burden and computational complexity faced by TBF schemes especially in case of increased number of transmit radio-frequency (RF) chains might be seen as unaffordable from the implementation perspective.
As an efficient way to achieve enhanced transmit diversity orders and reliable communications with reduced feedback requirements and hardware complexity, TAS-based transmission strategies have been of interest [14] - [20] . The simplest TAS scheme that switches the single transmit antenna maximizing the received SNR at the legitimate user has been investigated for MRC receivers [15] - [18] and generalized SC receivers [19] at the legitimate user and eavesdropper users in Rayleigh [14] , [16] - [19] and non-identically distributed Nakagami-m [15] fading environments. The examination in [16] has introduced the average SOP performance of TAS/MRC scheme in the presence of an MRCenhanced eavesdropper by also taking the practical conditions of time-delayed feedback (TDF) and binary symmetric channel-based feedback errors (FEs) into account. The authors of [17] have also concentrated on the same scheme in TDF conditions, and have proposed a modified TAS/MRC scheme that promises to achieve enhanced communications security in the presence of feedback delays. Relying on the practical assumption that the CSI of eavesdropper channels is difficult to be available at the transmitter especially if the eavesdropper is not a registered user of the same network or is a dedicated wiretapper, the antenna selection criterion employed within the studies [15] - [17] , [19] and [20] is based on maximizing the instantaneous combined SNR at the legitimate receiver.
The conventional form of the combined TAS/STBC scheme has only been examined in [20] for Rayleigh fading environments from the communications security perspective. Here, under the assumptions of delayless and error-free feedback between the legitimate user and transmitter terminals, the authors have provided an extensive analysis on the average secrecy performances achieved in the passive  wiretapping scenario where the transmitter  employs combined TAS with dual-branch  Alamouti-STBC, and the legitimate user and  eavesdropper users employ MRC. By providing  comparisons between the SOP performances of  single  TAS  and  the  conventional   2 TAS/Alamouti-STBC (C-TAS/Alamouti-STBC) schemes, [20] has demonstrated the superiority of the combined scheme when compared to the single-branch TAS.
Being motivated by the lack of an investigation on the effects of active eavesdropping (e.g., PCAs) on the secrecy performance of C-TAS/Alamouti-STBC schemes and the potential enhancements offered by the modified TAS/Alamouti-STBC (M-TAS/Alamouti-STBC) schemes under practical imperfections (as shown in [21] for imperfect feedback case), this paper focuses on the SOP performances of both schemes in the presence of PCAs. By focusing on the practical scenario where the transmitter does not have any CSI of the eavesdropper's channel, this paper analyzes the usage of the conventional and M-TAS/Alamouti-STBC schemes at the transmitter end of a legitimate wireless link in the presence of PCAs in flat Rayleigh fading channels, and makes the following specific contributions:
 The exact SOP expression for M-TAS/Alamouti-STBC schemes,  the exhibition of the advantages such as the average SNR required to achieve a specific level of communications secrecy that are obtained by employing M-TAS/Alamouti-STBC schemes instead of the conventional ones,  effects of active eavesdroppers that perform pilot contamination attack (PCA) [5] to the 2 Here, the term conventional is used to distinguish the straightforward but optimal antenna-subsetfeedback channel in the legitimate (i.e., main) link,  a useful perspective for the design of multiantenna diversity schemes that are more robust to active eavesdropping techniques, and that provide enhancements in the average communications secrecy.
SYSTEM MODEL AND SNR STATISTICS
This paper focuses on the average secrecy performances of the multi-antenna diversity schemes that are constructed by performing Alamouti-STBC signaling combined with TAS at the transmission sessions and MRC scheme at the reception sessions. As sketched in Figure 1 -(a), the investigated diversity schemes employ conventional and modified versions of the combined TAS/Alamouti-STBC with two active RF chains among total antennas of the transmitter (namely Alice). And at the receive ends of both the legitimate and the eavesdropping users (namely Bob and Eve, respectively), optimal receive-combining (i.e., MRC) is employed through and antennas, respectively. For clarity, we first recall the system descriptions of both the C-TAS/Alamouti-STBC and M-TAS/Alamouti-STBC schemes. As shown in Figure 1 -(a), both schemes occupy a feedback channel that is dedicated to convey the antenna subset index to Alice and to assist the transmission process through the best transmitreceive branches between Bob and Alice.
Conventional TAS/Alamouti-STBC
Since modified versions of combined TAS/STBC scheme have been proposed and analyzed in [21] in the presence of feedback imperfections, the scheme with the most straightforward approach to perform transmission over an optimal subset has been labeled as conventional. Note that, the antenna subset selection strategy has been shown to provide the optimal solution with the highest total channel gain in ideal feedback and antenna switching conditions, whereas it is not the case in practical conditions as shown in [21] .
Without regarding the feedback burden of highcomplexity brute-force subset selection and its complications on a practical feedback link, the C-TAS/Alamouti-STBC scheme performs dualbranch STBC transmission after selecting the antenna subset that consists of the transmit antennas with the ordinal numbers , and , among total transmit antennas as seen in Figure 1 -(a). Hence, the ordered antenna indices , , , , where
comprise only a subset among 2 total combinations, and denote the orders of the transmit antennas selected (perfectly or erroneously). It would be clear that in the case of ideal subset selection (i.e., no PCAs or other imperfections), the ordinal numbers would be , 1 and , 2. Besides, this type of subset selection is shown to result in a feedback-bit load of ⌈log ⌉ in [22] since the feedback information should only convey the subset index corresponding to two transmit antenna indices.
Here, ⌈•⌉ denotes the smallest integer that is greater than or equal to its argument.
Modified TAS/Alamouti-STBC
Modified TAS/STBC (M-TAS/STBC) schemes are constructed by modifying the antenna selection/switching strategy at the transmitter ends of communication links, and are proposed to reduce the average feedback-bit requirement and to enhance the average error probability in the presence of practical feedback impairments. They are shown to efficiently reduce the feedback requirement of the C-TAS/STBC and to provide average SNR savings when compared to C-TAS/STBC schemes in the presence of FEs [22] .
As seen in Figure 1 -(b), the modified scheme with the single antenna selection allocates the first transmit antenna for transmission regardless from the antenna selection process, and switches the second transmit antenna by determining the best antenna with the highest total channel gain among the remaining 1 ones. Since the size of antenna set that is subject to the singleselection is shrinked to 1 (when compared to the conventional case), the feedback-bit load required to switch the selected antenna is reduced to ⌈log ⌉ per each Alamouti-STBC transmission period.
The Alamouti-STBC mapper at Alice inserts the digitally-modulated message symbols and into the first row of the Alamouti transmission matrix that had been denoted by and defined as * * (1) as also provided in Eqs. (3) and (4) of [21] . Each row of the matrix consists of the symbols that are transmitted from each antenna while columns correspond to transmission time slots. Hence, the symbols and * will be conveyed through the first transmit antenna (i.e., dedicated regardless from the TAS process). After the selection of the single transmit antenna that had been determined to maximize the output SNR at the legitimate receiver, the signal transmission of the second row of the Alamouti STBC codeword matrix is directed to the selected (single) transmit antenna.
SNR Statistics of M-TAS/STBC Schemes
The envelopes of the complex Gaussiandistributed fading coefficients ℎ , , 1,2, … , , where ⋅ and ⋅ denote the Gamma and the incomplete Gamma function, respectively, and the label becomes and for the main and wiretap links.
SNR Statistics of the Legitimate Link
For multi-antenna diversity systems employing M-TAS/Alamouti-STBC scheme, the first transmit antenna is employed regardlessly as seen at the top of Figure 1-( best transmit antenna as a result of possible erroneous decoding, the resulted instantaneous post-processing SNR at the receiver output of the legitimate user will be 
Since the PDF expression related to the order statistics , has been defined in [21] .
Here, the parameter is
Here 1 , 2/ ̅ , and denotes the PFD coefficients.
SNR Statistics of the Wiretap Link
The eavesdropper user, assumed to have perfect knowledge of the channel coefficients , , 1,2, … , , 1,2, … , , intercepts the information conveyed in the legitimate link (between Alice and Bob) by employing -branch MRC. Since the wiretap channels can only make use of dual transmit branches that is accordingly switched due to the channel quality of the legitimate link, Eve could achieve no additional diversity gain provided by TAS but the STBC combining gain with the asymptotic diversity order of 2 . The combined instantaneous SNR at the receiver output of Eve could be defined as 
as given in [18] and [20] . With the help of independence between branch SNRs, the MGF of Eq. (8) 
As infered from the instantaneous combined SNR expression in Eq. (8) and its PDF in Eq. (9), the SNR statistics would have no dependency on TAS process, which later will be mentioned in Section V to provide advantages by means of communications secrecy. The indices related to the selected transmit antenna subsets are fed back from Bob to Alice over an open (non-secure) and low-rate feedback link that is considered to have fading characteristics from a more realistic viewpoint [22] . Here, note that Eve might access the antenna indices determined by Bob, she will not be able attain any diversity gains since she has no information about the main link's CSI and even though she had, the indices are tailored due to the main link. However, in the case of active eavesdropping, Eve might contaminate the feedback channel from Bob to Alice in order to manipulate the antenna switching procedure through her favor.
FEEDBACK CHANNEL
The -and -bit feedback informations are sent to Alice followed by ℒ -and ℒ -phase shift keying (PSK) modulation where ℒ 2 and ℒ 2 . Due to degrading effects of the feedback channel with fading characteristics and the PCAs on the feedback channel, the index information might be decoded erroneously. For C-TAS/Alamouti-STBC and M-TAS/Alamouti-STBC cases, the antenna subset with an ideally or erroneously determined index vector , and the index will be activated with the probabilities 
THE EFFECTS OF ACTIVE EAVESDROPPING
This section describes the effects of active eavesdropping on the average SOP values of TAS-aided diversity schemes (e.g., conventional and modified TAS/STBC, single TAS/MRC). In order to investigate the degradations on the communications secrecy, the eavesdropper is assumed to act not only to scrounge the information of the legitimate link but also to contaminate the TAS and antenna switching processes at Alice in order to manipulate the information flow from Alice in her favor. For this purpose, the active eavesdropping scheme based on pilot contamination attack (PCA) introduced in [5] has been involved. As could be found in Section 3 of [5] , PCA might be applied by eavesdroppers in both in full-duplex and halfduplex communications modes. Hence, eavesdroppers would be able to contaminate the training and reverse training phases performed between Alice and Bob. Here, by assuming that the communications between Alice and Bob are half-duplex and Eve has syncronized to the timelines of the legitimate link, the training phase (i.e., run via the feedback transmission) between Alice and Bob could be misleaded by the intruding signal replica of Eve. Firstly, both Bob and Eve determines their optimal transmit antenna subsets individually. Then, during the feedback transmission phase (i.e., accomplished for the purpose of enhancing the communications security between Bob and Alice via TAS), both Bob and Eve transmit their modulated symbols to the feedback decoder at Alice. Hence, because of the high-rate coherence between the feedback signals conveyed to Alice, the baseband symbols received at Alice could be expressed as in [5 
Here, , and , are the average power values related to the signal transmissions over the feedback links Bob→Alice and Eve→Alice, respectively. Similarly, ℎ , and ℎ , are the complex Gaussian-distributed channel gains of both links, and denote the unitmagnitude (i.e., 1) modulated PSK symbols those correspond to the transmit antenna subset indices and determined by Bob and Eve, respectively, and is the complex AWGN with zero mean and variance of , . Since the average SNR of the legitimate feedback link is defined as ̅ ≜ , / , , the average SNR of the eavesdropping link would be similarly obtained as ̅ ≜ , / , . Assuming that the channel estimation at Alice is perfect, Alice would attempt to decode the received PSK symbol in order to determine the selected transmit antenna subset index and to enhance the communications security. After defining the power ratio Γ ≜ , / , , it is intuitively obvious to state that the increasing values of Γ would cause Eve to contaminate and dominate the feedback information. In the case of Eve's relatively increased feedback transmit power, Alice would decide on the transmit antenna indices in the favor of Eve.
SECRECY PROBABILITY PERFORMANCES
After having the SNR statistics of both the main link and the wiretap link derived, we have focused on the examination of M-TAS/STBC schemes from the communications security perspective. In order to examine the SOP performances of multi-antenna diversity schemes that employ M-TAS/Alamouti-STBC techniques at the transmitter, we have focused on deriving the exact expressions for the PDF, CDF and average SOP. With the help of the derived performance metrics, it would be possible to examine the variation of the average SOP of the modified schemes due to the several system configurations and practical imperfections such as PCAs.
SOP is the probability that the secrecy capacity is less than a specific transmission rate ℛ (bits/channel-use) where is expressed in [17, Eq. (6)] as
The SOP that is formulated as ℛ Pr ℛ has been shown in [17, Eq. (14) ] to be evaluated as 
Consequently, Eqs. (14)- (16) is only valid in the case of (ideally or erroneously) activating the combination of transmit antenna subset
. Hence, the overall average SOP performances of the modified schemes would be obtained by simply weighting by the a priori probabilities defined by Eq. (10) and superposing the abovementioned ordinal-dependent performance metrics over the entire possible transmit antenna indices and the subset combinations:
NUMERICAL RESULTS
This section presents numerical results consisting of exact SOP performance results together with Monte Carlo simulations of diversity schemes that employ C-TAS/Alamouti-STBC and M-TAS/Alamouti-STBC under active eavesdropping effects. In order to examine the practical performances of these schemes and to highlight the robustness of the modified schemes, several performance results are provided in Figures 2 and 3 As seen from the SOP curves given in Figure 3 , for the ideal case of ̅ → ∞ and Γ , → ∞ (i.e., perfect feedback w/o PCAs), single TAS/MRC scheme outperforms both the C-TAS/Alamouti-STBC and M-TAS/Alamouti-STBC schemes in lower SNR (i.e., < 10 dB) region. For higher SNR values, the C-TAS/Alamouti-STBC scheme achieves the best SOP performance among three schemes. However, as the dominance of the Eve's contamination signal becomes evident (by the increasing values of Γ ), the M-TAS/Alamouti-STBC schemes are seen to provide additional SNR savings when compared to both single TAS/MRC and C-TAS/Alamouti-STBC schemes. Similar to the cases in Figure 2 , employing modified schemes instead of the conventional ones provides average SNR savings of 0.6 dB, 0.3 dB and 0.37 dB, respectively for Γ , 10,0,20 at an average SOP of 10 .
CONCLUSIONS
We have examined the advantages obtained by the usage of the M-TAS/Alamouti-STBC schemes at the transmitter of a closed-loop diversity scheme from the perspective of physical layer security. The analytical derivations and the numerical results presented within this paper have exhibited the robustness of the modified scheme also to the active eavesdropping techniques such as PCAs when compared to the conventional scheme. Considering fading channel characteristics at both the legitimate/wiretap links and the feedback links, statistics related to the output SNR and the performance metrics have been presented in the presence of PCAs. SOP curves have shown that, in the presence of PCAs both schemes maintain the asymptotic diversity order that is provided by the pure Alamouti-STBC transmission and the optimal-diversity reception provided by the MRC. Analytical and numerical performance results clearly point out the potential of secrecy performance degradations that might be faced by both the C-TAS/Alamouti-STBC and M-TAS/Alamouti-STBC schemes due to the feedback imperfections caused by PCAs, and the superiority of M-TAS/Alamouti-STBC scheme to C-TAS/Alamouti-STBC scheme in the presence of PCAs.
Consequently, the considerable average SNR gain achieved against the conventional scheme in the presence of PCAs, provide the modified scheme to maintain significant importance in real-world wireless communications system design from also the perspective of communications secrecy.
The authors think that further researches would be worth to be carried out on proposing novel antenna selection strategies and optimizing them by paying regard to probable imperfections in channel estimation and feedback processes (e.g., channel estimation errors, feedback delay and errors, and active eavesdropping).
